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mountains. His reading-book told him stories of sharpshooters, of the siege of Paris, of bayonet charges. His recitation lesson made him learn Deroulfede's Clairon, pages from UAnnte terrible.
Jerphanion could still see those conical caps, those long beards, all that crowd, at once military and suburban; all that Second Empire ending in dirtiness and disorder, which the pictures in his school-books helped him to evoke and which he found even on the dessert plates at family dinnerparties. For, when they filled the glasses with liqueurs, when the grown-ups started talking all at once and in loud voices, the child, if he moved aside his little cake, might disclose the battle of Champigny, a bivouac of the Army of the East, Gambetta in the car of his balloon. And, when play-time came, there was always some old dotard, wearing an " Imperial " beard, to tap you on the cheek and say : " You, young man-you'll belong to the generation of the revenge."
Later on, when he was at school at Le Puy, and then at Lyons, the obsession had become more unobtrusive. But the boy was beginning to pick up street gossip, talk about public affairs ; and it was still the spirit of war that breathed in it. His earliest memory of politics was the condemnation of Captain Dreyfus. What Dreyfus was accused of was having given away to Germany the secret of certain weapons to be used in the next war. His second political memory was the Russian alliance, some journey or other of the President or the Tsar, and the joy, the sense of confidence, which had spread even into the provinces at the thought that, when the time came to fight again, France would no longer fight alone.
Then there was the Fashoda scare, with its sense of relief that this time it had nothing to do with Germany, and that the enemy had momentarily shifted position, as a headache does. Then came the truce of the Universal Exhibition, with its sounds of dancing and its rubbing of elbows by nations curious about one another, but not friendly, like holiday-makers meeting on a beach; the dawning of the twentieth century, too long awaited, jaded in advance,

